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KADE DUNN
The Year of the Gadﬂy HarperCollins
Lauren brings 18 years of stress relief study and practice along with her own experience through
two of the top stressors at the same time, cancer and divorce, as she lays out essential tools
needed to maintain inner peace in the midst of life's challenges.
99 Things Women Wish They Knew Before... Stressing Out Parallel
"The Social Network meets The Wolf of Wall Street in The Underwriting, as it takes you behind
closed doors into a post-recession world of sex scandals, power plays, and underhanded dealings.
Todd Kent is young, hot, and on his way to the top of Wall Street when the eccentric founder of
Hook, the popular new dating app, handpicks him to lead its IPO. Given just two months to pull it
oﬀ, Todd and his investment banking team--brainy Neha, party-boy Beau, and old college ﬂame
Tara Taylor--race to close the $14 billion deal of the decade. It's the chance of a lifetime for Tara,
too, who sees her opportunity to break through the glass ceiling and justify six years of sacriﬁces
for her career. But nothing is what it seems in Silicon Valley, and when tragedy strikes Stanford

University's campus, there's no telling where the sparks will ﬂy"-Before I Fall Three Saints Press
This collection brings together recent innovative work in applied and practicing anthropology.
Organised around the theme of unexpectedness, it examines some of the novel spaces, topics, and
methods that anthropologists are involved with. The volume emphasises non-traditional settings
and demonstrates the important role of anthropology in addressing some of the pressing issues
facing society today. The contributors oﬀer detailed ethnographic examples from their own
research and work that give students valuable insight and advice. Drawn mainly from the United
States, the case studies illustrate the diverse arenas in which anthropologists operate, from law
and ﬁnance to education and health care. Simultaneous consideration is given to practical
applications, theoretical reﬂections, and professional experiences.
The Book Whisperer Simon and Schuster
We desire to know our lives matter, and we live in a world that craves more, but what is more?
We’re bombarded with messages about what more looks like and how we can successfully live a
life of being made for more. Perfection is a constant measure of success, and we manipulate plans

so we feel like we are making an impact. In the end, we are empty and exhausted. Author Lauren
Elizabeth Miller has lived this and felt this on a deep level. She’s walked through the emptiness
and exhaustion that stems from trying to be perfect and never fail. She’s also felt the redemption
and restoration that only God can provide. In Made for More, Miller shares her life story and the
freedom and redemption she found through complete surrender to God’s plan for her life. She tells
how obedience matters more than any outcome and that being made for more is simply living a
life that stems from God’s grace. When we understand this, it changes everything.
Apprenticeship Pilgrimage HarperCollins
Featuring the entire BEAUTIFUL series cast for one ﬁnal hurrah! A FREE-SPIRITED GIRL IN NEED OF
A BREAK. A MAN WEIGHED DOWN BY RESPONSIBILITY. A ROAD TRIP VACATION WHERE ALL BETS
ARE OFF. OH, AND A LOT OF WINE. After walking in on her boyfriend shagging another girl in their
place, Pippa Bay Cox ditches London for the States to go on a drunken road trip with Ruby Miller
and some of her Beautiful friends. Scaling the career ladder is the default way to deal with
heartbreak—and to just deal—for Jensen Bergstrom. Absolutely buried by his drive and workload,
he rarely takes time for himself. But when his sister Hanna convinces him to join the gang on a
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two-week wine tour, he has a rare moment of cutting loose. Of course, it’s only once he’s
committed that he realizes the strange girl he met brieﬂy on the plane is coming along, too. She
might be too much for him…or he might realize his life has become too small and needs her to
make it bigger, crazier. With this circle of friends there’s always something going on: from Chloe
and Sara’s unexpected personality swaps to Will’s new domestic side to Bennett’s text message
barrage and George’s own happily-ever-after. In short, their adventures in love, friendship, and
hilarity are nothing short of Beautiful.
Mouse's First Fall Mascot Books
Fiction. Mary Miller's BIG WORLD is the second book and ﬁrst work of ﬁction to come out of Short
Flight/Long Drive Books, a publishing arm of the independent literary journal Hobart. The
characters in Mary Miller's debut short story collection BIG WORLD are at once autonomous and
lonesome, possessing both a longing to connect with those around them and a cynicism regarding
their ability to do so, whether they're holed up in a motel room in Pigeon Forge with an air gun
shooting boyfriend as in "Fast Trains" or navigating the rooms of their house with their dad after
their mother's death as in "Leak." Mary Miller's writing is unapologetically honest and eﬃcient and
the gut-wrenching directness of her prose is reminiscent of Mary Gaitskill and Courtney Eldridge, if
Gaitskill's and Eldridge's stories were set in the south and reeked of spilt beer and cigarette
smoke.
Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics XII Lexington Books
A Newbery Honor Book New York Times Bestseller “Wolf Hollow has stayed with me long after I
closed the book. It has the feel of an instant classic." —Linda Sue Park, Newbery Medalist and New
York Times bestselling author of A Long Walk to Water “This book matters.” —Sara Pennypacker,
New York Times bestselling author of Pax Despite growing up in the shadows cast by two world
wars, Annabelle has lived a mostly quiet, steady life in her small Pennsylvania town. Until the day
new student Betty Glengarry walks into her class. Betty quickly reveals herself to be cruel and
manipulative, and though her bullying seems isolated at ﬁrst, it quickly escalates. Toby, a reclusive
World War I veteran, soon becomes the target of Betty’s attacks. While others see Toby’s
strangeness, Annabelle knows only kindness. And as tensions mount in their small community,
Annabelle must ﬁnd the courage to stand as a lone voice for justice. The brilliantly crafted debut of
Newbery Honor– and Scott O'Dell Award–winning author Lauren Wolk (Beyond the Bright Sea, Echo
Mountain), Wolf Hollow is a haunting tale of America at a crossroads and a time when one girl’s
resilience, strength, and compassion help to illuminate the darkest corners of history.
The Art of Starving Penguin
ParallelScholastic UK
Valley of Giants Harper Collins
"A bold and subversive retelling of the goddess's story," this #1 New York Times bestseller is "both
epic and intimate in its scope, recasting the most infamous female ﬁgure from the Odyssey as a
hero in her own right" (Alexandra Alter, The New York Times). In the house of Helios, god of the
sun and mightiest of the Titans, a daughter is born. But Circe is a strange child -- not powerful, like
her father, nor viciously alluring like her mother. Turning to the world of mortals for
companionship, she discovers that she does possess power -- the power of witchcraft, which can
transform rivals into monsters and menace the gods themselves. Threatened, Zeus banishes her to
a deserted island, where she hones her occult craft, tames wild beasts and crosses paths with
many of the most famous ﬁgures in all of mythology, including the Minotaur, Daedalus and his
doomed son Icarus, the murderous Medea, and, of course, wily Odysseus. But there is danger, too,
for a woman who stands alone, and Circe unwittingly draws the wrath of both men and gods,
ultimately ﬁnding herself pitted against one of the most terrifying and vengeful of the Olympians.
To protect what she loves most, Circe must summon all her strength and choose, once and for all,
whether she belongs with the gods she is born from, or the mortals she has come to love. With
unforgettably vivid characters, mesmerizing language, and page-turning suspense, Circe is a
triumph of storytelling, an intoxicating epic of family rivalry, palace intrigue, love and loss, as well
as a celebration of indomitable female strength in a man's world. #1 New York Times Bestseller -named one of the Best Books of the Year by NPR, the Washington Post, People, Time, Amazon,
Entertainment Weekly, Bustle, Newsweek, the A.V. Club, Christian Science Monitor, Reﬁnery 29,
Buzzfeed, Paste, Audible, Kirkus, Publishers Weekly, Thrillist, NYPL, Self, Real Simple, Goodreads,
Boston Globe, Electric Literature, BookPage, the Guardian, Book Riot, Seattle Times, and Business
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Insider.
Wolf Hollow Routledge
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King whose “storytelling transcends genre”
(Newsday) comes “another winner: creepy and touching and horrifyingly believable” (The Boston
Globe) about a group of kids confronting evil. In the middle of the night, in a house on a quiet
street in suburban Minneapolis, intruders silently murder Luke Ellis’s parents and load him into a
black SUV. The operation takes less than two minutes. Luke will wake up at The Institute, in a room
that looks just like his own, except there’s no window. And outside his door are other doors, behind
which are other kids with special talents—telekinesis and telepathy—who got to this place the
same way Luke did: Kalisha, Nick, George, Iris, and ten-year-old Avery Dixon. They are all in Front
Half. Others, Luke learns, graduated to Back Half, “like the roach motel,” Kalisha says. “You check
in, but you don’t check out.” In this most sinister of institutions, the director, Mrs. Sigsby, and her
staﬀ are ruthlessly dedicated to extracting from these children the force of their extranormal gifts.
There are no scruples here. If you go along, you get tokens for the vending machines. If you don’t,
punishment is brutal. As each new victim disappears to Back Half, Luke becomes more and more
desperate to get out and get help. But no one has ever escaped from the Institute. As psychically
terrifying as Firestarter, and with the spectacular kid power of It, The Institute is “ﬁrst-rate
entertainment that has something important to say. We all need to listen” (The Washington Post).
Beautiful WestBow Press
Anthology featuring both untold and famous stories from the female trailblazers of Yosemite
climbing
Applied Anthropology Little, Brown
Like Adam Silvera's They Both Die at the End and Colleen Hoover's It Ends with Us, Before I Fall
raises thought-provoking questions about love, death, and how one person's life can aﬀect so
many others. With this stunning debut novel, New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver
emerged as one of today's foremost authors of young adult ﬁction. For popular high school senior
Samantha Kingston, February 12—"Cupid Day"—should be one big party, a day of valentines and
roses and the privileges that come with being at the top of the social pyramid. And it is…until she
dies in a terrible accident that night. However, she still wakes up the next morning. In fact, Sam
lives the last day of her life seven times, until she realizes that by making even the slightest
changes, she may hold more power than she ever imagined. Before I Fall is now a major motion
picture Zoey Deutch, Halston Sage, and Kian Lawley. Named to numerous state reading lists, the
novel was also recognized as a Best Book of the Year by Amazon, Barnes & Noble, The Daily Beast,
NPR, and Publishers Weekly.
Free to Fall HarperCollins
Come join our lively classroom bunch, as we get ready for our lunch!
All Things New W. W. Norton & Company
Lauren Thompson and Bucket Erdogan show what makes fall so much fun in Classic Board Book
edition of Mouse's First Fall! One cool day Mouse and Minka venture out to play. From leaves of all
colors—red, yellow, orange to brown—to leaves of all shapes and sizes—Mouse learns what makes
fall such a special season! Before their fun, fall day is over, Mouse takes a big "leap!" Now
featuring the newly redesigned Classic Board Book logo, this sturdy book is perfect for little ones
learning about the seasons!
Why Fish Don't Exist Thomas Nelson
Historical Fiction
The Eternal Ones Candlewick Press
Turn any student into a bookworm with a few easy and practical strategies Donalyn Miller says she
has yet to meet a child she can’t turn into a reader. No matter how far behind Miller's students
might be when they reach her 6th grade classroom, they end up reading an average of 40 to 50
books a year. Miller's unconventional approach dispenses with drills and worksheets that make
reading a chore. Instead, she helps students navigate the world of literature and gives them time
to read books they pick out themselves. Her love of books and teaching is both infectious and
inspiring. In the book, you’ll ﬁnd: Hands-on strategies for managing and improving your own school
library Tactics for helping students walk on their own two feet and continue the reading habit after
they’ve ﬁnished with your class Data from student surveys and end-of-year feedback that proves
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how well the Miller Method works The Book Whisperer includes a dynamite list of recommended
"kid lit" that helps parents and teachers ﬁnd the books that students really like to read.
Lunchtime Simon and Schuster
Winner of the 2017 Andre Norton Award for Outstanding Young Adult Science Fiction or Fantasy
Book! “Funny, haunting, beautiful, relentless, and powerful, The Art of Starving is a classic in the
making.”—Book Riot Matt hasn’t eaten in days. His stomach stabs and twists inside, pleading for a
meal, but Matt won’t give in. The hunger clears his mind, keeps him sharp—and he needs to be as
sharp as possible if he’s going to ﬁnd out just how Tariq and his band of high school bullies drove
his sister, Maya, away. Matt’s hardworking mom keeps the kitchen crammed with food, but Matt
can resist the siren call of casseroles and cookies because he has discovered something: the less
he eats the more he seems to have . . . powers. The ability to see things he shouldn’t be able to
see. The knack of tuning in to thoughts right out of people’s heads. Maybe even the authority to
bend time and space. So what is lunch, really, compared to the secrets of the universe? Matt
decides to inﬁltrate Tariq’s life, then use his powers to uncover what happened to Maya. All he
needs to do is keep the hunger and longing at bay. No problem. But Matt doesn’t realize there are
many kinds of hunger…and he isn’t in control of all of them. A darkly funny, moving story of body
image, addiction, friendship, and love, Sam J. Miller’s debut novel will resonate with any reader
who’s ever craved the power that comes with self-acceptance.
Become Emirates Cabin Crew SIU Press
A darkly witty mystery set at a New England prep school: “Part Dead Poets Society. Part Heathers.
Entirely addictive” (Glamour). “Do you know what it took for Socrates’ enemies to make him stop
pursuing the truth?” “Hemlock.” The ﬁercely competitive Mariana Academy was founded with a
serious honor code; its reputation has been unsullied for decades. But now, a long-dormant secret
society called Prisom’s Party seems to have reemerged, threatening the school’s placid halls with
vigilante justice, exposing students and teachers alike for even the most minor infraction. Iris
Dupont, a budding journalist whose only conﬁdant is the chain-smoking specter of Edward R.
Murrow, feels sure she can break into the ranks of the Devil’s Advocate, the Party’s underground
newspaper, and there uncover the source of its blackmail schemes and vilifying rumors. Some
involve the school’s new science teacher, who also seems to be investigating the Party. Others
point to an albino student who left school abruptly ten years before, never to return. And
everything connects to a rare book called Marvelous Species. But the truth comes with its own
dangers, and Iris is torn between her allegiances, her reporter’s instinct, and her own troubled
past, in this “darkly comic romp” ﬁlled with double-crosses and deeply buried secrets (The
Washington Post).
Eulie's Song Scholastic UK
It's been two months since the dark tunnels of the underworld came for Nikki Beckett. That night,
Nikki's boyfriend, Jack, made the ultimate sacriﬁce and took her place in the Everneath for eternity
- a debt that should have been hers. Every night Jack appears in her dreams, lost and confused,
and wasting away. All Nikki wants is to save him before it's too late, but no matter how hard she
tries to reach for his hand, she can never ﬁnd it. Desperate for answers, Nikki turns to Cole, the
immortal bad boy who wants to make her his Queen - and the one person least likely to help. But it
seems Nikki has touched his heart, and surprisingly, Cole agrees to help in the only way he can by taking Nikki to the Everneath himself. As they descend into the heart of the Everneath Nikki and
Cole discover that their journey will be more diﬃcult than they'd anticipated, and more deadly.
Nikki vows to stop at nothing to save Jack - even if it means making an incredible sacriﬁce of her
own…
Parallel Crooked Lane Books
Stress has three main fuels: worry, fear, and doubt. They act like little serpents that crawl into the
lap of your life and wreak havoc emotionally, spiritually, and physically. But you have the ability to
identify and dismiss these serpents that are trying to hinder your ability to maintain inner calm,
clarity of focus, and a motivated response to all of life. 5 Minutes to Stress Relief will give you the
speciﬁc skills and tools to: Identify and relieve stress Access personal excellence in your thought
life to create positive transformation in your physical, emotional, and spiritual experiences Activate
your God-given natural state of being Stress is often called the silent killer. As someone who
battled the stress of advanced cancer and divorce—simultaneously—Lauren equips you with the
ability to successfully handle any stressful situation...instantly.
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